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Introduction
Artificial intelligence is revolutionising the world as we know it. From finance to
healthcare, aviation, media and more, it is a rapidly developing industry set to grow
from a valuation of $120 billion in 2022 to an estimated $1.5 trillion by 2030.

Virtual and augment reality technologies have also exploded recently. Allowing users
to bring the digital world into the physical world. With the creation of the metaverse,
virtual reality has found yet another application in the cryptocurrency and metaverse
space. Now is a time of great innovation in both the metaverse and artificial
intelligence industries.

All Stars VR is the first platform that allows you to interact with your favourite stars
using artificial intelligence and a virtual reality metaverse. Attend concerts, events &
socialise with your favourite celebrities and influencers from wherever you are in the
world. Buy, sell and create NFTs and art using artificial intelligence. The All Stars VR
token is designed for the Binance Smart Chain (BEP 20) and created to power the All
Stars Metaverse and AI Elite Marketplace.



Mission Statement

The All Stars VR mission is to allow you to interact with
your favourite celebrities & influencers using artificial

intelligence and the metaverse from wherever you are
in the world.



Digital Events
Concerts generated $30.5 billion globally in 2022 and digital concerts are a

growing in popularity. 
 

Arianne Grande did an digital virtual concert tour in collaboration with
Fornite attended by over 27.7 million fans. This would be an impossible feat
in a physical arena, due to the large amount of people, but it's just the begin
of what can be achieved in the digital world. The market for online events is
huge and growing by the day. They have become even more popular since
2020 as the world went digital due to lockdowns, creating an even bigger

market for digital concerts and events. 
 
 



"You can think about the 
metaverse as an embodied 

internet, where instead of just 
viewing content your in it"

 
~Mark Zuckerberg, Facebook Founder



AI Elite Marketplace

All Stars VR
Metaverse

All Stars VR 
Protocol

The Platform

Fans can use Artificial Intelligence to generate
NFTs and art for the AI Elite Marketplace. Own

and trade limited edition NFTs, digital first
edition music, art and valuable collector's items
from your favourite celebrities, with ownership

verified by blockchain technology. 
 

Socialise, attend concerts & digital
events hosted by your favourite

celebrities, musicians and influencers in
a virtual reality metaverse. Create your

avatar in a few clicks and start
exploring!

Auto-Staking and rewards.
Simply hold the All Stars VR token and
receive automatic rewards every hour.

Monetise your attention in the metaverse.  
 



Tokenomics
8% fee on buys and sales

2% is used to continue marketing,
upgrade the virtual reality
equipment for the All Stars VR
Metaverse and to generate
rewards for the community.

2% Platform
3% is automatically rewarded to
holders in proportion to the amount of
tokens you hold. The more $STARVR
tokens you have the greater your
$USDT rewards. Rewards are
distributed every hour. Just hold
$STARVR in your wallet to receive!

3% Auto Staking
3% of every transaction is
added to the liquidity pool.
More liquidity means smoother
trading and keeps the value of
$STARVR tokens high

3% Auto Liquidity



Tokenomics Cont.

Team Wallet (3%)

Unlocked on launch (1%)
4 months after launch (1%)
12 months after launch (1%)

The team wallet will be unlocked 
 in 3 phases:

Public Presale

75% of pre sale will go into
Pancakeswap DEX liquitiy. The
other 25%  will be used to
invest in AI and VR technology,
continue the marketing plan
and generate rewards for the
token community.

Token Symbol: $STARVR

Total Token Amount:
 200 000 000 (200 Million) 

Liquidity Locked for 3 months

Token Information



Token Distrubution

Pancakeswap
45%

Public Presale
20%

Private Seed Investment
16%

Community
12%

Marketing
4%

Team Wallet (Locked)
3%



"If you want to waste time, 
use the internet. If you want 
to improve your finances, use 

crypto."
 

~Changpeng Zhao, Binance CEO



Connect @allstarsvr

www.allstarsvr.com


